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This paper contains an approximate Hahn-type decomposition for disjoint 
sequences of finitely additive measures; a different proof of a recently obtained 
lattice theoretic characterization of uniform absolute continuity; a refinement 
integrability characterization of uniform absolute continuity; and an exact Hahn- 
type decomposition (of the field of sets) for disjoint sequences of finitely additive 
measures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains a Hahn-type decomposition (Section 2) for a disjoint 
sequence, bk), of finitely additive measures on a field, F, by ideals in F and 
a sufficient condition (on 01,)) that the decomposition can be obtained via 
elements of F. In Section 3 we will use the above to obtain a proof of a 
recent characterization of uniformly absolutely continuous subsets of finitely 
additive measures [ l]. The latter is then combined with Section 2 to provide 
a proof of the well-known equivalence of uniform additivity and uniform 
absolute continuity [2]. A variation of this is proved in Section 4, where we 
consider a notion of uniform integrability which is a direct generalization of 
uniform additivity. A special form of uniform integrability is shown to be 
equivalent to uniform absolute continuity. Finally we obtain in Section 5 an 
exact decomposition for Gk) using subsets of F which do not necessarily 
have the pleasant properties of ideals. 
Suppose S is a set, F a field and E a o-field of subsets of S. For a set G of 
real valued functions, G+ will denote the set of nonnegatively valued 
elements of G, b(F) (ca(Z)) refers to the set of bounded finitely (countably) 
additive measures from F(Z) into R (=reals). A sequence (Us) in h(F) is 
disjoint provided it is pairwise disjoint (i.e., 1~~1 A 1~~1 = 0 whenever n # k, 
where I,u, 1 denotes the variation function of ,u~). We will denote by ((Ei)) the 
ideal generated by the sequence (Ei) E F and refer the reader to !3] for 
related terminology. A m will signal the end of a proof. 
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2. APPROXIMATE HAHN DECOMPOSITION FOR A DISJOINT SEQUENCE 
If each of ,J and p is in ~a@)+ and k A ,u = 0, then one has the Hahn 
decomposition {E, S - E) 5 E such that k(E) = p(S - E) = 0. For a disjoint 
sequence w 5 w4+ this can be extended by straightforward 
computations to give a disjoint sequence (E,) E Z such that A,@,,) = A,(S) 
for each n E N. If the countable additivity of either the measures or the field 
is dropped the above does not hold and one has only the following [4]: If P, 
,J E ha(F)+, p A 1= 0 and c > 0, then there exists an E E F such that 
max(p(E), i(S -E)} < c. In general a natural extension of even this c- 
approximate Hahn decomposition does not hold for disjoint sequences in 
ha(F)+ (see Example 2.1, below). However, one can obtain approximate 
(and even exact) decompositions for such sequences provided one is willing 
to use subsets of F (as in [5]) rather than elements of F. In this section we 
will obtain an approximate decomposition by (countably generated) ideals 
together with sufficient conditions for its reduction to an approximate 
decomposition by elements of F. 
2.1. EXAMPLE. Let F, be the field of fiite unions of left-open, right- 
closed subintervals of (0, l] and (X,) be an enumeration of the rationals in 
(0, 11. For each n let 1,be the unit mass at X,,. If E E F, and A,(E) = 1 for 
some n, then there exists a k # n such that kk(E) = 1 as well. Therefore there 
is no disjoint sequence (E,) 5 F, such that l.,,(E,) > A,(S) - f for each 
n E N. 
For a fixed ideal J and p E ha(F)+ denote by pJ the element of ha(F)’ 
delined by 
pu,(E) = sup(,@)IA E J and A C E} 
for each E E F. The reader can easily prove that {r E ha(F) 1 I& = It\} is a 
(Riesz decomposition) band [6] or demonstrate directly the following 
variation of Rickart’s [7] ideal decomposition theorem. 
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose J is an ideal in F, each of v and 6 is in F, 
/~1=0, 161,=161 and pUba(F Then lqlAj6/=0 and there exist, 
uniquely, ,u” and ,u’ in ha(F)+ such that p = p” + ,u’, Q”), = 0 and (,u’)5 =p’. 
The ,u’ in the theorem is of course pJ and p” = p - fiJ. If J is a u-ideal in Z 
and p E ha(C)+, then as in [7] we may select E, E J such that 
P.@,) = P,(S) hence P., = ~1~~. If J is the zero ideal of some 2 E CC@)’ and 
,u E M(Z)+, then p - ,uJ is the k-continuous part of P [7]. Although with the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 we do not have the E, of Rickart’s theorem we do 
have a slight improvement of the c-approximate Hahn decomposition for / tl I 
and 161 of Theorem 2.2. In particular for c > 0 there exists an E E J such 
that16\(S-E)<candlr/(E)=O. 
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In what follows we shall frequently abuse the nottion and write p(J) for 
pu,(S) where J is an ideal and ,U E ha(F)+. We collect below certain facts 
which we shall need in the sequel. The proofs are straightforward and hence 
left to the reader. 
2.3. LEMMA. Suppose J and J’ are ideals in F, E E J cl J’, p E ha(F)+ 
and (Ei) is a sequence in F. Then 
(2) ,u(((Ei))) < Cz, p(Ei), if the latter exists, and equality hofds 
whenever (Ei) is disjoint, 
(3) if, for each n E N, we define A,= lJy=‘=, Ei and B, =E, - 
U;Z,’ El, then ((Ei)) = ((BJ) = ((A,)). 
(4) Suppose ~~ ha(F), c > 0, d > 0 and ITi (A) <c whenever A E F 
and ,u(A) < d. Then I</ (J) < c whenever J is an ideal in F and ,u(J) s: d. 
(5) For [G ha(F) we have lrJi = ITIJ, where &= (c’)J- ({-)J. 
Note that if E = tJz I Ei E F it does not follow that ,u(E) = ,u(((Ei)). Also 
suppose l E ha(F), J is an ideal in F and c > 0. Then there exists an E E J 
such that /(I (J) - I<1 (E) < c. 
2.4. DEFINITION. For G c ha(F) and c > 0 a (G, c)-approximation of an 
ideal J is an element E E J such that 1 <I (J) - I <I (E) < c for each c E G. We 
will say that J can be G-uniformly approximated or simply G-approximated 
if for each c > 0 there exists a (G, c)-approximation of J. If G = {v} we shall 
write (q. c) rather than (Iv}, c) in the above. 
We now prove the previously mentioned ideal decomposition for disjoint 
sequences of finitely additive measures. 
2.5. THEOREM. Suppose (A,) is a disjoint sequence in ha(F)’ and (c,) is 
a sequence of positive numbers. Then there exists a sequence (J,) of coun- 
tab& generated ideals with J,, , _ n = J and L(S) - c, < UJ,> - UJ, + ,I. 
Proox For each pair of positive integers i < j select E, such that 
max(,Ii(Eij), ,Ij(S - E,)} < min{c,/2j, cj/2’}. Let E, = S and for n > 1 define 
E, = (-) (Ei, ) 1 ,< i < n) and let J, = ((E,)j”_.). Clearly J,,, c J,. Now for 
each n E N we have: 
n-1 





<n,(S) - x L,(S - Ei,) - f L,(E,) 
i=l i=n+l 
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Notice that for the sequence in Example 2.1 we may obtain the equality of 
A,(S) and A#,) - A,#,+ i) for each n E N. In particular, select J, = F and 
for n > 1 let J, be {E E F / En {X, ,..., X,-i} = a}. In general this cannot be 
done since we may take, for example, A; = Cr=i L,/2” (A, is as in 
Example 2.1) and A;(J) = 0 iff J = (4). On the other hand, in certain cases 
we can obtain the approximate decomposition by elements of F (i.e., by prin- 
cipal ideals). Note that the inequality A,(S) - c, < A,(J,) - A,(J,+ i) in 
Theorem 2.5 implies that 
2.6. THEOREM. Suppose (A,) is a disjoint sequence in ha(F)+, c > 0, 
c, = c/2n 2” for each n E N, (J,) is as in Theorem 2.5 and each J, can be 
((Q, c,)-uniformly approximated. Then there exists a disjoint sequence (E,) 
in F such that A,(S -E,) < c for each n E N. 
Proof Suppose the hypothesis holds and for each n, A, E J, is a 
((A,), c,)-approximation of J, and E,=U~:(S-A~)NU;=,(S~A~). 
Then for each n E N 
‘,(S-E,)=~,(S)-‘~ [‘~’ (S~~i)] +~, [ ij (s-a,)] 
i=l i=l 
< n,(s) - A,(S “A”, 1) + c A,(S - Ai) 
i=l 
G ‘“(A,+ I> + 2 [a,(S) - n,(Ji) + n,(Ji) - n,(Ai)] 
i=l 
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< c/2n 2” + 2 c/2n 2” + 2 c/2i 2’ 
i= 1 i:l 
< c/4 + c/2n+’ + f $ l/2’ 
1-l 
s$i$if=c. I 
Note that the conditions of this theorem do not imply that the sequence 
(A,) is (norm) convergent to zero. For example if we select (A,) as in 2.1 
with (X,) = (l/n), then the theorem holds with J, = (I]Z E (0, l/n]). 
3. UNIFORM ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
We will show how Section 2 can be used to obtain certain known (except 
for minor variations) theorems. Since these theorems will be needed in 
Section 4 this section also serves to make the paper self-contained. 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose G 5 ha(F). Then the following three statements 
are equivalent. 
(1) For each disjoint sequence (E,) in F and c > 0 there exists an 
NE N such that l&C,)] < f c or each r E G and M > N (G is uniformly 
strongly bounded [ 2 ] ). 
(2) For each disjoint sequence (E,) in F and c > 0 there exists an 
NE N such that ]C,“=N ((E,)] < c for each <E G (G is unijknly 
additive [ 81). 
(3) For each countably generated ideal J in F and c > 0 there exists 
an E E J such that ]rlJ (S) - ]<I (E) < c for each C E G (each countably 
generated ideal can be G-uniformly approximated). 
ProojI The equivalence of (1) and (2) is well known, see for example 181. 
Now suppose (3) holds and (Ei) is a disjoint sequence in F. Let J =: ( (Ei)), 
c > 0 and E E J be a (G, c)-approximation of J. Let N be such that 
EsUr=,E,,rEGandn>N.Then 
Now suppose (3) does not hold. Then there exists a countably generated 
ideal J, which by Lemma 2.3 we may assume to be generated by an 
increasing sequence (EJ, and a c > 0 such that for each n E N there exists a 
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r, E G such that j <,I (J) - /r, 1 (I?,,) > c. Now for each n let k, > n be such 
that 1 I& 1 (J) - 1 r, I (Ek,) < c/2. Let pr = k, and for n > 1 let pn + , = k,,,. Then 
for each n we have 
c/2 = c - c/2 
< I Gn I (4 - I r,, I (&“I - (I rp, I (4 - l&l” I @kJ) 
G - lrp”l (J%“) + I&J&“,J 
= I &I, I (Jq”, , - Q,). 1 
For G g k(F) we will denote the solid hull, (r] E k(F) I 1 q / < /<I for some 
<E G), by G. The reader can easily verify the following lemma, where et 
means (G)+. 
3.2. LEMMA. Suppose G i ha(F)’ and one of G, G and et is uniformly 
absolutely continuous. Then each of G, G and et is uniformly absolutely 
continuous. 
We may now prove the main theorem of this section which was obtained 
in [ 11 via lattice theoretic methods. 
3.3. THEOREM. A subset of G of ha(F) is uniformly absolutely continuous 
if and only if each disjoint sequence in dt converges to zero (in norm). 
Proof: Suppose G is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to 
p E ha(F)+ and (A,,) is a disjoint sequence in et. Let c > 0, (.I,,) be a c/3- 
ideal decomposition for (A,) and 0 < d < c/3 be such that p(E) < d implies 
that A(E) < c/3 for each A. E G +. Now &I,) is decreasing to b > 0 so that we 
can (and do) select N such that p(J,.) < b f d/2 and let n > N. Let A E J, be 
such that A,(J,) -I,(A) < c/3 and B E J,,, be such that p(B) > 
p(J,+ r) - d/2. Now A U B E J, so that ,u(A -B) < ,u(J,) - p(B) < ,n(J,) - 
p(J,,+ ,) + d/2 < b + d/2 - b + d/2 = d. Therefore l\A,l/ = A,(S) < A,(J,) - 
&(Jn+,) + c/3 < &,(A) + c/3 - J,(B) + c/3 < A,(A -B) + 2c/3 < 
c/3 + 2c/3 = c. Hence /IA,11 + 0. 
Now suppose each disjoint sequence in G+ converges to zero. We will first 
show that there exists a p such that 6’ is absolutely continuous with respect 
to pu. Suppose there is no such p. Select p, E Gt and suppose that for a E Q 
(=the set ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinal) there is defined 
pul, E GS for each ,8 < a with ,u,, A pB, = 0 if ,8, # p2. Then reordering 
(pliJP < a) as @,) we have A, = C~:,~rJll~~ll 2” and since G is not 
absolutely continuous with respect to A, it follows that there exists pu, E G + 
such that p’, A 1, = 0. Furthermore if /I < a, then puo < 1, hence p. A P, = 0. 
Consequently there exists an uncountable disjoint subset (p, la E 0) of G’ 
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and therefore a countable subset each of which has norm greater than some 
c > 0 which is a contradiction. 
Now suppose G is absolutely continuous with respect to ,U E ha(F)’ but 
not uniformly absolutely continuous. Let c > 0, (E,) c F and (6,) c G’ be 
such that ,u(E,) < l/2” and 6,(S) = 6,(E,) > 2c for each il E N. Then .I: = 
((E&C,+ r) defines a decreasing sequence of ideals with &I:) < 
Czo=n+, ,u(EJ < l/2” for each n. Define inductively a subsequence (Jk) of 
(.I;) and a sequence (dk) E R as follows. Let J, = J: and whenever Jk has 
been defined let d, be such that 6,(E) < c whenever E E F and ,u(E) < d,. 
When d, has been defined let Jk+, be such that p(Jk+ 1) < d,. For each k let 
6, = 8: + 8; be as in Lemma 2.3 for the ideal Jk+ , . Now suppose p > k. 
Then 6,(S) = S,(J,) and 0 < &(J,) < $(Jk+ r) = 0 so that 0 < 8” A 8; < 
8: A 6, = 0 hence (6;) is a disjoint sequence in G”. Furthermore 
,u(J~+ 1) < d, hence S&I,+ ,) < c so that 
11 i$II = 6;(S) = 6,(S) - s,(J,+ ,) > 6,(S) - c > 2c - c = c 
and the theorem is proved. I 
An immediate consequence of the proof of 3.3 is the following from 121. 
3.4. COROLLARY. Suppose G g ha(F) is uniformly absolutely continuous 
with respect to p E ha(F)+ and absolutely continuous with respect to 
A E ha(F)+. Then ,u is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to II. 
Note that for G Y& ca(Z) the following is an immediate consequence of the 
Hahn decomposition for disjoint sequences in U(Z). 
3.5. COROLLARY. A subset G of ha(F) is uniformly absolutely 
continuous iff one (hence all) of the properties in Lemma 3.1 hold. 
ProojI Suppose Lemma 3.1 (3) holds, (I,) is a disjoint sequence in G’ 
and c > 0. Then by Theorem 2.6 there exists a disjoint sequence (E,) in F 
such that A,(,!? -E,) < c/2 for each n E N. Now by Lemma 3.1 (1) there 
exists NE N such that I rl (E,) < c/2 for each l E G and n > N. Therefore 
for n > N we have 
For the other direction we need only note that the second property in 
Theorem 3.3 clearly implies Lemma 3.1 (1). 1 
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4. UNIFORM INTEGRABILITY 
In this section we will prove a theorem relating uniform absolute 
continuity and uniform integrability. The integral considered below is the 
refinement limit of sums over finite subdivisions of S by elements of F. If 
G E ha(F) and f is a function from F into R, then we will denote by fc the 
set {fy]~ E G). If each of H and D is a subdivision of S (finite disjoint 
subset of F whose union is S), then H < D will mean H is a refinement of D. 
We will denote by s a the function from F into R whose value at E E F is 
[, a(l), where of course it is presumed that .fS a(E) exists. For further details 
see [ 5 ] to which we will refer the reader for the statements of Kolmogoroff’s 
differential equivalence theorem and certain results of W. D. L. Appling 
which we will use. 
4.0. DEFINITION. A set Q of functions from F into R will be said to be 
uniformly integrable provided that each a E Q is integrable and for each 
c > 0 there exists a D < (S} such that 
Ii S a(E) - y a(E) < c 
whenever a E Q and H 6 D. 
Note that if J is an ideal in F, p E ha(F)+ and X is the characteristic 
function of J, then CD X(E)p((E) is nondecreasing as a function of D 
(relative to the ordering by refinements) and bounded by p(S) so that 
Js X(E) p(E) exists and 1 Xp = 1~~. By the linearity of the integral, 
] s X(E) t(E) exists for each 5 E ha(F). For G c ha(F) it is easy to see that J 
can be G-uniformly approximated iff XG is uniformly integrable so that, in 
view of Lemma 3.1 we have that uniform integrability is a direct 
generalization of uniform additivity. 
4.1. LEMMA. A subset G OJ ha(F) is uniformly additive ifs XG is 
uniformly integrable whenever X is the characteristic function of a countably 
generated ideal. 
Our purpose here is to consider the case where X is not such a “nice” 
function and our point of departure is the following theorem obtained by 
Appling in the course proving Theorem 3.1 in [9]. 
4.2. THEOREM. Suppose (C&J is a (norm) bounded sequence in ha(F) 
which is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to p E ha(F)+, f is a 
bounded function from F into R and j, f (E) p(E) exists. Then (f&J is 
untformly integrable. 
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The boundedness condition on (&J is doubly crucial in that it cannot be 
dropped and it prevents a natural converse. 
4.3. EXAMPLES. Let F be the field of finite subsets of N and their com- 
plements. 
(a) Let ,U be the function which is 0 on finite sets and 1 on infinite sets 
and <,, = np. Let f(E) = l/min(E) and note that I, f(E) p(E) exists and is 0. 
We have therefore satisfied all the conditions in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.2 save the boundedness of (r,,). Now let D 4 (N} and n E N be 
such that n > min (the infinite element of 0). Then 
)i 
f(E) t,(E) - T f(E) w(E) = 1 I Wn(E)l n . ,W) > 1 
N D 
Consequently (f&) is not uniformly integrable. 
(b) Let p(E) = 1 if 1 E E and 0 otherwise and &, = np for each n. 
Then for each function f from F into R, jNf(E),u(E) exists and is f({ 1)). 
Furthermore (Jr,) is uniformly integrable (let D = { { I), N - ( 1) }). However 
(r,) is not bounded. 
It will be convenient to preceed the main theorem of this section with an 
integrability characterization of uniform absolute continuity for set:s which 
are known to be absolutely continuous. 
4.4. LEMMA. Suppose G L ha(F) is absolutely continous with respect to 
,u E ha(F)+. Then the following two statements are equivalent. 
(1) The set G is untformly absolutely continuous with respect to ,u. 
(2) If f: F + R is two valued and j, f(E),tt(E) exists, then fG is 
untformly integrable. 
Proof Suppose (1) holds, a < 6, f: F-t {a, 6) and 1, f(E),u(E) exists. 
Letc>Oandd>ObesuchthatIIII(E)<c/3(b-a)wheneverrEG,EEF 
and p(E) < d/(b - a). Let D < {S} be such that for each B < D we have 
x x If(E) -f(F)lW) < d, 
D 86 
where BE = {I E B II g E} for E E D. That we may select such a D follows 
from the Bochner-Radon-Nikodym Theorem in the form given in [IO]. Note 
that if B < D, then 
C z If(E) -f(F)lp(T) = (b - a)iu [v (U {I ~BElfW#fWl))) ] 
II BE 
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so that 
Now let H < D and )J E G. Then j&E) q(E) exists by [S, 2.A.2). Select 
K < D such that ll,f(E) r&F) - C,J(E) q(E)1 < c/3. Then 
D KE 
<.c/3+@-a)lvl [u (u {~Ewfwm~J)j 
lJ 
-t @-Q)lrtl [Lj (u { ~=W(E)fSV~l)] 
< c/3 + (b - a) c/3(b - a) + (b - a) c/3(6 - a) 
= c. I 
Since the second half of the lemma is not needed in the proof of, and is an 
easy consequence of, 4.5 we will delay the argument until after that theorem. 
4.5. THEOREM. A subset of G of bu(F) is uniformly absolutely continuous 
if and only if whenever f is a two valued function and Ify exists for each 
y E G, then fr; is uniformly integrable. 
Proof: If the second condition holds, then XG is uniformly integrable 
whenever X is the characteristic function of a countably generated ideal SO 
that the first condition follows from 4.1 and Section 3. 
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Now suppose G g k(F) is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect 
to ,B E ha(F)+, f is a two-valued function and Ify exists for each y Et G. Let 
B = {rl E WF) I jfr exists} and note that G c: B and B is a band (see [ 111, 
a c-set is a band iff it is a linear subspace). Denoting the band projection [6 ] 
onto B by PB we have that PJp) E B, i.e., IJpB&) exists. Furthermore if 
17 E G c B, then PI e p and hence r < P,(u) <P,(u) so that G is absolutely 
continuous with respect to PB@). Consequently by Corollary 3.4 G is 
uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to P&) so that by Lemma 4.4 
fc is uniformly integrable. 1 
Note that (2) implies (1) in Lemma 4.4 is a consequence of the if part of 
this theorem since whenever G 6 ,u and 1 gp exists it follows from [S., 2.A.21 
that Jfv exists for each y E G. 
5. AN EXACT DECOMPOSITION 
In [ 121 it was shown that if each of ,U and A is in k(F)+ and ,U /\ ,? = 0, 
then there exists a characteristic function X of some subset of F such that 
j Xp =p and j X2 = 0. This type of separation holds for sequences in 
following form. 
5.1. THEOREM. Suppose (,u,) is a disjoint sequence in ha(F)+. Then there 
exists a sequence (X,,) of characteristic functions of subsets of F such that the 
integrals below exist and whenever n z k we have X,X, = 0, j X,,uu, == 0 and 
J‘m, =lu,. 
ProojI For each n E N let A, = CkZn,uJ2kpk(S) and Y, be such that 
I Y,JI, =,uu, and j Y,,&, = 0. Then for n # k we have ,uk Q A,, so that, again 
by a theorem of Appling (see 2.A.2. of [5]), j Y,p, = 0. Let X, = Y, and 
X,=Y,,A(l-vj,,,~j) for n>l. Clearly X,X,=0 for n#k and our 
conclusion will follow provided s X,,,uk = J” Y,pk for n, k E N. Since this 
obviously holds for all k when n = 1 we will suppose that it holds for all k 
whenever n < P. Note that V,,, X, = CncP X, so that, by Kolmogoroffs 
differential equivalence theorem we have the existence and equality of the 
following integrals where k E N. 
If k # P the last expression is 0 since j Y,p, = 0. If k = P, then the above is 
= 5 min{lup,~p-O} =pp. I 
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We also have the following convergence theorem. Unindexed summations 
are over N. 
5.2. THEOREM. Suppose (,a,,) and (X,) are as in 5.1, A = ~,u,,/2*,u,,(S) 
and 0<6<A. Then J‘(CXJ6 exists, 5 X,6 exists for each n and 
Proof. Let X = XX,. The existence of the integrals in question will 
follow from certain results of Appling (see 2.A.2 of 151) provided j X,A and 
J’XI1 exist. The first of these exists because s X,pu, exists for each k and A is 
in the smallest band containing bk) and therefore (as in the proof of 4.5) in 
the band (r E ha(F) 1 s X, [ exists}. For the remainder of the argument we 
will need not only that s X,I exists but that it is equal to A. Therefore let 
A E F, c > 0, N E N such that 2N > 2/c and D + {A) be such that if H < D 
and i < N, then 
1Il/2’Pi(S)I (1 
A 
XiPi(E) - G Xi(E)II,(E)) 1 <c/~N* 
Let H < D. Then 
[ 
,N 
n(A) - ~ X(E) I ~ i(A) - ~ X(E) “ ~i(E)/~i(S) 2’ 
H ,?I 1 
= /l(A) - “ \“- [X(E) ,ui(E)/,ui(S) 2’1 ld 
H i=l 
= 2 PU,(A)/,Ui(S) 2’ + c/2 
i=N+l 
< 1/2N + c/2 < c. 
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Now suppose that P, denotes the Lebesgue decomposition projection for 
,B, for each n E N, i.e., if < E k(F), then P,(r) is the p,-continuous part of <. 
We then have 6 = JJ P,(6) as a special case (which can be proved directly) 
of certain representations via orthogonal systems [6]. Now since 6 6 A and 
!” XI = A we have [5,4.5] that i XS = 6. Similarly j X,8 = P,(S). Finally (in 
the notation of 5.2 above) X,, < Y, and 0 < 6 -P,(S) < A,, so that 0 < 
1 X,(8 - P,(S)) ,< s Y,(6 - P,(S)) = 0. Therefore 
Nole added in Proof. One may prove a stronger version of Theorem 2.5. In addition to 
satisfying the conclusion given there the sequence (J,) may be constructed SO that n,,(J,) = 
d,(S) for each n. 
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